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Abstract. The demixing phase behavior of Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) aqueous solution is investigated using small-
angle neutron scattering. This polymer phase separates upon heating and demixes around 32 ∘C. The pre-transition temperature
range is characterized by two scattering modes; a low-Q (large-scale) signal and a high-Q dissolved chains signal. In order to get
insight into this pre-transition region, especially the origin of the low-Q (large-scale) structure, the zero average contrast method
is used in order to isolate single-chain conformations even in the demixing polymers transition region. This method consists of
measuring deuterated and non-deuterated polymers dissolved in mixtures of deuterated and non-deuterated water for which the
polymer scattering length density matches the solvent scattering length density. A fixed 4% polymer mass fraction is used in a
contrast variation series where the d-water/h-water fraction is varied in order to determine the match point. The zero average
contrast (match point) sample displays pure single-chain scattering with no interchain contributions. Our measurements prove that
the large scale structure in this polymer solution is due to a transient polymer network formed through hydrophobic segment-
segment interactions. Scattering intensity increases when the temperature gets close to the phase boundary. While the apparent
radius of gyration increases substantially at the Lower Critical Solution Temperature (LCST) transition due to strong interchain
correlation, the single-chain true radius of gyration has been found to decrease slightly with temperature when approaching the
transition.
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1. Introduction

Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) polymer also referred to as
PNIPAM has attracted much research interest. PNIPAM can
undergo a coil-to-globule transition with varying temperature
[1, 2] and is known for co-nonsolvation when dissolved
in water/ethanol mixtures [3]. Co-nonsolvation means that

the polymer demixes in solvent mixtures while it mixes
well in the individual solvents. The co-nonsolvation work
used small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) to map out the
demixing phase diagram. PNIPAM passes through a re-
entrant behavior with the addition of a co-nonsolvent [4, 5].
Both effects of solvent quality (from good to theta solvent)
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and concentration effect can be seen in semi-dilute PNIPAM
aqueous solution when varying temperature.

SANS measurements have been used to investigate the
non-mean field behavior of the lower critical solution tran-
sition (LCST) in semidilute PNIPAM solution in deuterated
water (d-water) [6]. Critical exponents were measured. Time-
dependent kinetics measurements were made following a
temperature jump from the mixed phase into the (higher
temperature) demixed phase regions. The LCST transition
is driven by the squeezing out of water molecules from the
hydration region around the polymer.

Since this is not a review paper, we did not feel necessary
to thoroughly review the published literature regarding
PNIPAM.We preferred instead to keep this paper focused on
single-chain conformations using SANS and the zero average
contrast method. We did not find many investigations of
PNIPAM solutions using SANS.

2. Demixing Polymer Morphology

In our previous investigation of the co-nonsolvation of
PNIPAM in d-water/d-ethanol mixtures, we had noticed
an interesting pre-demixing behavior for 4% mass fraction
PNIPAM solution in d-water [3]. This trend is reproduced
in Figure 1. The LCST is between 30 ∘C and 35 ∘C.
Temperatures below 30 ∘C correspond to typical buildup of
composition fluctuations when approaching a phase transi-
tion in polymer solutions. The 35 ∘C temperature corresponds
clearly to a demixed solution while the case for 30 ∘C
shows an interesting pre-transition behavior characterized by
the high-Q (˜1/Q2) feature representing dissolved chains in
addition to a form of low-Q aggregation feature (˜1/Q2𝑡𝑜3).

In order to investigate the polymer chain conformations
before, during, and after the demixing transition, we decided
to apply the so-called zero average contrast method in
conjunction with small-angle neutron scattering (SANS).
This method consists in measuring a mixture of deuterated
and non-deuterated (hydrogenated) polymers in a mixture of
deuterated and hydrogenated water where the average solvent
scattering length density matches the average scattering
length density of the polymers. This matching condition
corresponds to the zero average contrast. At this condition,
scattering is proportional to the polymer single-chain form
factor.

3. The Zero Average Contrast Method

The SANS cross section for a mixture of deuterated and
hydrogenated polymers in water is given by:

𝑑Σ(𝑄)
𝑑Ω = (𝜌𝑑𝑃 − 𝜌𝑆)2 𝑆𝐷𝐷(𝑄) + (𝜌ℎ𝑃 − 𝜌𝑆)2 𝑆𝐻𝐻 (𝑄)

+ 2 (𝜌𝑑𝑃 − 𝜌𝑆) (𝜌ℎ𝑃 − 𝜌𝑆)𝑆𝐻𝐷(𝑄).
(1)

𝜌𝑑𝑃 , 𝜌ℎ𝑃 , and 𝜌𝑆 are the scattering length densities for
the deuterated polymer, hydrogenated polymer and solvent
respectively, 𝑆𝐷𝐷(𝑄), and 𝑆𝐻𝐻 (𝑄) are the scattering factors
for a pair of deuterated polymers and a pair of hydrogenated
polymers respectively and 𝑆𝐻𝐷(𝑄) is the cross term.

Assuming that deuterated and hydrogenated polymers
have the same degree of polymerization (𝑛𝑑𝑃 = 𝑛ℎ𝑃 = 𝑛𝑃 ),
and the same monomer volume (𝜈𝑑𝑃 = 𝜈ℎ𝑃 = 𝜈𝑃 ), and
defining the polymer volume fraction as 𝜙𝑃 = 𝜙𝑑𝑃 + 𝜙ℎ𝑃 ,
one can split single-chain and interchain contributions and
recombine the cross section into the following form [7, 8].

𝑑Σ(𝑄)
𝑑Ω = (𝜌𝑑𝑃 − 𝜌ℎ𝑃 )2

𝜙𝑑𝑃𝜙ℎ𝑃
𝜙2𝑃

𝑛𝑃𝜙𝑃 𝜈𝑃𝑃𝑆 (𝑄)

+ (𝜌𝑃 − 𝜌𝑆)2 𝑛𝑃𝜙𝑃 𝜈𝑃𝑃𝑇 (𝑄).
(2)

The scattering length density for the deuterated/hydrogenated
polymer mixture is 𝜌𝑃 = 𝜌𝑑𝑃𝜙𝑑𝑃 /𝜙𝑃 + 𝜌ℎ𝑃𝜙ℎ𝑃 /𝜙𝑃 while
that for the deuterated/hydrogenated solvent mixture is 𝜌𝑆 =
𝜌𝑑𝑆𝜙𝑑𝑆 /𝜙𝑆 +𝜌ℎ𝑆𝜙ℎ𝑆 /𝜙𝑆 . Setting the second contrast factor
(between the polymer and the solvent) to zero cancels out the
second term containing the interchain contributions 𝑃 𝑇 (𝑄)
leaving only the first term containing the single-chain form
factor 𝑃 𝑆 (𝑄). Using a series of deuterated/hydrogenated
solvent mixtures, one reaches a minimum in the cross
section at the zero average contrast condition. That minimum
corresponds to 𝜌𝑃 = 𝜌𝑆 . In our case, dPNIPAM/hPNIPAM
isotopic polymer mixtures are dissolved in d-water/h-water
solvent mixtures. The zero average contrast method works
only for homogeneously mixed samples.

The synthesis and NMR and GPC characterizations
of deuterated and hydrogenated PNIPAM polymers are
described next.

4. Synthesis of Deuterated NIPAMMonomer

Relevant synthesis details are described briefly here. A
quantity of 3.94 g of sodium hydroxide was mixed in 6.6
mL of pure water. Some 13 mL of dichloromethane and
6.6 mL of isopropyl-1,1,1,3,3,3-d6-amine were added and
the flask was placed in an ice water bath. Then 5.64 mL of
acryloylchloride dissolved in 3.76 mL of dichloromethane
were added dropwise with slow stirring. The reaction was
allowed to run for 6 h in an ice water bath and for another
12 h at room temperature. When the reaction was finished,
a funnel was used to separate out the organic phase from
the water phase; the organic phase was then washed using
saturated sodium chloride aqueous solution several times
and then dried using anhydrous magnesium. Finally, rotary
evaporationwas used to remove dichloromethane. 2D nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) was used to prove that the
deuterated NIPAM was synthesized successfully.
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Figure 1: The scattering intensity for 4% mass fraction PNIPAM (𝑀𝑛 = 18, 000 g/mol) in d-water increases for increasing temperature,
showing LCST behavior. The sample is clearly dissolved for temperatures below 30 ∘C and clearly demixed for 35 ∘C.

5. Synthesis of Deuterated PNIPAM Polymers

The deuterated PNIPAM chain was synthesized by reversible
addition-fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) reaction. The
molar ratios of the reactants for deuterated NIPAM:
CDB(cumyl dithiobenzoate) (chain transfer agent): AIBN
(initiator) were 500:1:0.2. Quantities of 3.0000 g deuterated
NIPAM, 0.0144 g CDB and 0.0017 gAIBNwere dissolved in
3 mL DMF, the mixture was added in a polymerization tube.
The tube was first frozen and thawed three times to remove
oxygen, then put in an oil bath at 60 ∘C with a stirring speed
of 6.7 Hz (6.7 revolutions per second or 400 rpm) for 24 hrs.
After reacting, the product was precipitated in a large amount
of ether to get rid of unreactedmonomer and initiator. Finally,
the product was dried in a vacuum oven at room temperature
overnight.

The synthesis of hydrogenated PNIPAMpolymers was the
same as that for deuterated PNIPAM except for the use of
non-deuterated monomer.

6. NMR Characterization

2DNuclearMagnetic Resonance (NMR)was used to confirm
that deuterated NIPAMhad been successfully synthesized, as
shown in Figure 2.

7. GPC Characterization

Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) was conducted
to characterize the molecular weight of the deuterated,
hydrogenated and mixture of deuterated and hydrogenated
PNIPAM polymers. Table 1 shows that both deuterated and
hydrogenated PNIPAM are mono-dispersed.

8. Samples Prepared for SANS

All the prepared samples contained 4% mass fraction PNI-
PAM polymer and are marked in Figure 3. Sample 13 con-
tains 4% hPNIPAM mass fraction in d-water, while sample
15 contains 4% dPNIPAM mass fraction in h-water. These
correspond to maximum sample contrasts. A series of 12
samples containing 50% dPNIPAM/50% hPNIPAM fractions
with varying d-water/h-water fractions were prepared. These
correspond to 100% d-water (and 0% h-water) for sample 1,
10% d-water for sample 2, 20% d-water for sample 3, etc,
till 0% d-water (and 100% h-water) for sample 12. An extra
sample with 67.5% d-water (sample 5) was also prepared.
One of the samples in this series will correspond to the zero
average contrast condition.
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Figure 2: 2D NMR of deuterated NIPAM: (a) one bond 1H-13C correlated spectroscopy, and (b) three bond 1H-13C correlated spectroscopy.
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Figure 3: List of samples prepared. Samples 13 and 14 contain d-water as solvent while samples 16 and 15 contain h-water as solvent.

Table 1: GPC characterization of deuterated, hydrogenated and mixture of both PNIPAM polymers (THF was used as eluent and PS was
used as standard). 𝑀𝑛 and 𝑀𝑤 are the number average and mass average molecular masses and 𝑀𝑝 is the molecular mass of the highest
peak.

Sample Name 𝑀𝑛 𝑀𝑤 𝑀𝑝 Polydispersity Index
Hydrogenated PNIPAM 88000 104000 114000 1.18
Deuterated PNIPAM 96000 105000 106000 1.10
Mixture of deuterated and hydrogenated PNIPAM 92000 104000 109000 1.14

9. SANS Data Acquisition and Data Reduction

SANS measurements were performed on the 30 m NG7
instrument at the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology, Center for Neutron Research. Measurements were
taken for three sample-to-detector distances of 1 m, 4 m,
and 15.3 m. The neutron wavelengths were 6 Å for the 1
m and 4 m sample-to-detector distances and 8.09 Å for the
15.3 m detector distance. The first two configurations yield
a minimum scattering variable 𝑄min = 0.01 A−1 while the
last configuration used neutron focusing lenses in order to
achieve a lower value of 𝑄min = 0.001 A−1. Standard data
acquisition and data reduction methods were used to obtain
radially averaged SANS data.

In order to assess whether the zero average contrast
method is working, let’s plot the scale factor defined as
Scale Factor = 𝐼(𝑄min = 0.01 A−1) − 𝐼(𝑄max = 0.5 A−1)
where the SANS intensity is taken at low-Q (coherent part)
and high-Q (incoherent part) for the entire contrast variation
series; i.e., for samples 1 to 12. One can see that the trend
presents a minimum around sample 8 which corresponds to
40% d-water and that the location of this minimum varies a
little bit when temperature is varied from 5 ∘C, to 15 ∘C then
25 ∘C. Sample 8 is therefore the closest to the zero average
contrast condition. Statistical error bars correspond to one
standard deviation throughout.
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Figure 4: Plot of the SANS Scale Factor for the contrast variation
series samples 1 to 12.

At the zero average condition, the second term in (2)
cancels out leaving only the first term [8]. In order to verify
this condition graphically, let’s subtract the minimum value
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Figure 5: Graphical method to determine the zero average contrast
point. The y-axis corresponds to the square root of the relative scale
factor (relative to sample 8), equal to√(Scale − sample 8).

(around sample 8) from the Scale Factor for each of the
three temperatures and plot the square root of the difference
since the contrast factor involves the square of the scattering
length density difference. Instead of a parabolic behavior, the
variation becomes linear. Affixing a negative sign in front of
the points on the left side of sample 8 yields an uninterrupted
line shown in Figure 5. The three lines corresponding to
the three temperatures cross the origin of the horizontal
axis close to sample 8 thereby confirming the minimum
graphically. The fact that data fall on a line (in Figure 5) is
a strong indication that the zero average contrast method is
working

In order to emphasize the relevance of the zero average
contrast condition, let’s compare the scattering intensity for
sample 13 (hPNIPAM/d-water) and sample 8 (50% dPNI-
PAM/50% hPNIPAM in 40% d-water/60% hwater) for the
measured temperatures in Figure 6. Sample 13 shows large
variations due to composition fluctuations (interchain effects)
while sample 8 shows very little variation (dashed lines) and
characterizes single-chain effects. It clearly demonstrates that
the large scale low-Q structure is due to a transient polymer
network [9, 10]. Note that the zero average contrast method
breaks down for the 35 ∘C temperature where the sample is
phase separated.

For the sake of completeness, the full-Q range SANS data
is included for sample 13 with increasing temperature in
Figure 7. The low-Q signal is very noisy for weak scattering
conditions such as at low temperature. One can notice that Fig
1 and Fig 7 corresponding to different PNIPAM molecular
weights are similar.
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Figure 6: SANS data for sample 13 and for sample 8 at the
six measured temperatures. SANS intensity is enhanced when
temperature is increased for sample 13 (separated solid lines) while
it remains practically constant for sample 8 (overlapping dashed
lines) which corresponds to the zero average contrast condition.

In order to analyze the single-chain polymer conforma-
tions for sample 1 to sample 12 contrast variation series
samples, the Gaussian chain polymer model with excluded
volume is used.

10. Single-Chain Conformations with
Excluded Volume

The form factor for polymer chains with excluded volume is
given by [11, 12].

𝑃 (𝑄) = 1
𝜈𝑈1/2𝜈 𝛾 (

1
2𝜈 , 𝑈) −

1
𝜈𝑈1/𝜈 𝛾 (

1
𝜈 , 𝑈) . (3)

Here, 𝛾(𝑥, 𝑈) is the incomplete gamma function:

𝛾(𝑥, 𝑈) = ∫
𝑈

0
𝑑𝑡 exp(−𝑡)𝑡𝑥−1. (4)

The variable 𝑈 is given in terms of the scattering variable 𝑄
as:

𝑈 = 𝑄2𝑎2𝑛2𝜈
6 =

𝑄2𝑅𝑔
2(2𝜈 + 1)(2𝜈 + 2)

6 . (5)

Here 𝜈 is the excluded volume parameter, a is the polymer
chain statistical segment length, 𝑛 is the degree of polymer-
ization. The radius of gyration squared has been defined as:

𝑅2
𝑔 =

𝑎2𝑛2𝜈
(2𝜈 + 1)(2𝜈 + 2) (6)
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Figure 7: Full SANS data window (with 𝑄min = 0.001 A−1) for
sample 13 at the measured temperatures.

This model is used next to analyze SANS data for the
contrast variation sample series. The scattering intensity is
proportional to this form factor

𝐼(𝑄) = Scale∗𝑃 (𝑄) + 𝐵, (7)

where𝐵 is the (𝑄-independent) incoherent background. This
model describing polymer solutions with excluded volume
has become a standard routine in the NIST SANS data
analysis package [13].

11. SANS Data Analysis

Figure 7 clearly shows that sample 13 is dominated by the
second term in (2) which has contributions from inter-chain
scattering while sample 8 is dominated by the first term
(single-chain scattering). The Gaussian chain model (with
excluded volume) is used to fit SANS data in order to obtain a
scale, an apparent radius of gyration and an excluded volume
parameter. Fit results of the scale factor (7) shown in Figure
8 show again that sample 13 is dominated by the so-called
chi effects while sample 8 is purely single-chain scattering.

Fitting to the Gaussian chain model for sample 13 yields
an apparent radius of gyration while for sample 8, it yields the
true single-chain radius of gyration. Figure 9 shows that the
single-chain radius of gyration decreases with temperature
for sample 8 while the apparent radius of gyration increases
with temperature for sample 13 due to strong composition
fluctuations (chi effects) leading to LCST phase separation.
The decrease of some 17% for sample 8 denotes a real single-
chain contraction. Note that the Porod exponent (inverse of
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Figure 8: Variation of the intensity Scale parameter obtained from
fits to the Gaussian chain with excluded volume for sample 13 and
sample 8. Smooth fit lines have been added to guide the eye.
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Figure 9: Variation of the apparent radius of gyration for sample 13
and of the single-chain radius of gyration for sample 8.

the excluded volume parameter) is around 2 for sample 8
and increases slightly as the phase transition temperature is
approached as it should. It becomes 2.2 at 30 ∘C.

Figure 10 shows the variation of the apparent radius of
gyration for the contrast variation series samples at two
temperatures. At the contrast match condition, the radius of
gyration is independent of temperature, while for the other
conditions (with no contrast match), this is not the case.
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Figure 10: Variation of the apparent radius of gyration for the
contrast variation series.

12. Summary and Discussion

PNIPAM phase separates upon heating at around 32 ∘C.
At temperatures below 25 ∘C, PNIPAM chains are well
dissolved. Strong composition fluctuations build up at 25 ∘C.
The transition region between 25 ∘C and 32 ∘C is interesting
as evidenced by SANS data (see Figure 1 and Figure 7). The
SANS intensity increases when fluctuations buildup making
this technique a useful probe to investigate the thermody-
namics of demixing. In order to understand the nature of
this transition region, the zero average contrast method was
used on mixtures of dPNIPAM/hPNIPAM and d-water/h-
water in order to back out single-chain conformations. This
method worked nicely and yielded new results. We found
that single-chain conformations change only slightly through
the transition region in which composition fluctuations
built up substantially. The single-chain radius of gyration
actually shrinks slightly while the apparent radius of gyration
increases substantially accounting for growing interchain
correlations at the onset of phase separation due to chi
effects. While approaching the LCST transition from lower
temperatures, the demixing transition proceeds in two steps.
The pre-transition step involves PNIPAM chain shrinking
while the transition itself involves complete demixing driven
by chi effects.

Note that another experiment used SANS with the zero
average contrast method to investigate single-chain polymer
conformation of polystyrene in cyclohexane [14] at the
critical composition. They found very small chain contraction
as evidenced by a very slight decrease in the single-chain
radius of gyration.
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